ABSTRACT: The application of high-pressure abrasive water jets (AWJ) has evolved quickly in some fields of engineering. At Polytechnic School, University of São Paulo, one application has particular interest that is the cutting of friable materials, as rock and ceramics. The main aspect in this field is the cut at the beneficiation process of end product in dimension stone plates. How much the cut of plates, by different kind of AWJ methods, was the research of a PhD work of one of the authors. The abrasive water jet equipment, installed in the Laboratory of Rock Mechanics of the Mining and Petroleum Engineering Department, was used. Some fundamentals considerations regarding, the employed single and multiple passes methods of AWJ to cut rocks, are discussed.
METHODS OR MODES OF WATER JET CUTTING
Dimension stone can be cut with advanced technique of ultra-high pressure Abrasive Water-Jet tools (pressure above 2,041 bar according [10] ). As water is a natural fluid, it has the advantage to furnish better environmental friendly processes. Another advantage of the process is in producing less waste because it is a high precision automatic technique with very thin slotting. There are two different modes to open a kerf ( Figure 1 ) with an abrasive waterjet: 1) In a single pass, or 2) By multiple pass of the nozzle over the target material. In the first phase of the researches the procedure of single pass was analyzed.
Figure 1 Both methods: Single and Multiple pass procedures for waterjet cut
Using the same set of rock samples -three granites and one marble of São Paulo State, straight cuts were realized using not only the method of single pass cut, but also the multiple pass method to have some idea of the performance of our equipment. [8] [9] . In this second method a greater speed can be used to move the nozzle, and the groove is open in more than one pass. The main advantage is to have not to open first the total deep of the target material and with these lesser time is needed to make the total cut. Other important aspects to the researches is to test the quality of the generated kerf surface to define which is the best speed to utilize for optimization the procedure. Taper evaluations were also made, to measure convergences or divergences inside the groove. Another important aspect is that in both cutting methods, there can be distinguished two regions in the generated surface of the cut, an upper region in where the cut is even or smooth, and a under region in where the cut is rough or wavy (see Figure 1 ).
DATA OF SINGLE AND MULTIPLE PASS METHOD TESTS
In the first tests series, using the single pass method, the intention was to cut rock samples with 50 mm fixed thickness, using the qualities from 1 to 5, with machinability number of 322 in granite and 535 in white marble [11] . The Machinability Number is an empirical equation that has the The results of these tests are shown in Figure 2 and it is possible to see that the target of 50 mm of smooth cut was not attained and the data are from 36.7, 38.6 and 37.9 respectively for the red Capão Bonito Granite, silver Interlagos Granite and black Piracaia Granite. The transverse speed of the nozzle used in the quality 5 to a target of 50 mm of cut depth was 0.731 mm/s. The used pump pressure of the system during the test was about 290 MPa (42 kpsi), water flow of 0,0513 L/s [12] and abrasive flow of 5.3 g/s [13] . The used abrasive was garnet 80#. In the PhD work multiple pass method were used to cut the same rocks and using the same data above only number of pass and traverse speed were varied.
MAIN RESULTS
Three main results observed in the research deal with height of smooth and total cut in mm, surface finishing of kerf measured on Perthometer, and finally the taper measurements. The assays to better preview the results were made in the Campos do Jordão white marble with thickness of about 130 mm. The parameters that varied were the speed and the number of pass. The results of the tests are given in a 3D view constructed using the Surfer software in which the kerf height in millimeters can be distinguished by two surfaces. The smooth surface cut is the lower and the total surface cut is the upper in the Figure 4 from the marble assay. Surface finishing of kerfs were evaluated in the S3P Perthometer (see Figures 7 and 8) , in Italy and were partly discussed in a presented paper at a Mine Planning Event in the last quarter of the year 2002 [7] . In general, the roughness indicators increase with the height of the cuts, regarding that this texture characteristics of surface is directly related with the decrease of energy of the ultra-high pressure abrasive water-jet. In the smooth cut region, all the energy of the beam is present and all the minerals grains are cut homogeneously, in a flat surface. In the roughness region, the kinetic energy decrease and in this case, the minerals grains present an irregular surface, passing gradually from rough to a wavy surface, as the cut thickness increases. In this area, hardest minerals as quartz reveal their biggest fragility showing their shell type fracturing. Finally, Table 1 shows some data about taper measurements that was also evaluated for the black Piracaia granite and in Table 4 the resulting tapers for some assays of this same granite. Some assays were made using greater number of passes and traverse speed, which can be attain 64. Piracaia granite, the aspect of cut surface is similar to that of metals (see Figure 8 ), but in case of coarse granular textures of the other two granites the presence of bigger quartz crystals, determine the cut process, that is a very important mineralogical characteristic against the waterjet cut method. It was studied the behavior of the quartz crystals in the waterjet cutting system by binocular microscope combined by over dimensioned scanning pictures. The surface finishing or roughness is associated to this mineral properties behavior in the cut procedure depending in its region is the smooth cut area or rough area. In the last there are a fragile shell rupture. The final surface finishing it is also dependent of the nature of the target material [14] . Finally, about taper, all the evaluated data normally gives a convergent tape in the smooth cut region, but his behavior in the roughness cut is irregular and mostly divergent.
